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Sep 28, 2013 Dr. Mimi Hu, Endocrinologist, MD Anderson 

Notes contributed by Bill Prentice  Focused on MTC, differentiated thyroid cancers, and osteoporosis Background on 

thyroid cancers Expect 60,000 new thyroid cancer cases in 2013, of which 2400 will be MTC. About 25% of these will be 

hereditary. About 6% of the presumedly 'sporadic' cases actual have a hidden germline mutation and are de novo ( first 

time) cases or their predecessors simply carried the mutation and it never developed into MTC MTC patients typically 

present some or all of these symptoms: a neck mass 30% have diarrhea at initial diagnosis Flushing (redness of the face 

and chest areas) Cushing's Syndrome from MTC cells producing ACTH Elevated calcitonin Elevated CEA Hereditary MTC 

Bilateral disease Many foci Mid to upper nodes of thyroid affected MTC timeline: MTC first defined in 1959, men2a in 

1961 1968, calcitonin identified as a marker 1970, started doing prophylactic thyroidectomies on children 1993 RET 

based prophylactic surgery 1996 RET mutation begins to be looked at as an indicator of speed and intensity of disease 

path 2001 MEN guidelines 2006 Thyrosine Kinase inhibitor drug trials. There are many types of tyrosine kinases; a 

number of cancers are tied to uncontrolled tyrosine kinase activity. MTC is tied to the RET tyrosine kinase. Men2a most 

typically associated with RET 634 mutation Level of aggression of disease has been identified by levels A-D, based on 

codon. Level A: codon 768,790,791, 804, 891(least aggressive) B: 609, 611,618,620 C: 634 D: 918, 883 (most aggressive) 

Guidelines and target dates for RET testing, ultrasound, calcitonin testing, prophylactic surgery recommendations are all 

based on the level of aggression and basically what codon mutation is presented. testing: CEA and calcitonin - patients 

should follow both and they typically move in unison. When they are not moving together, that means that the disease is 

getting more aggressive and acting more 'primitively'...not good . Somatic mutations: 41% of sporadic MTC patients have 

a somatic mutation (mutation only in the tumor material, not inheritable ) 90% of mtc patients have RET mutations. Also 

see RAS mutations in MTC patients When researchers are looking at the signaling pathways within cells, they are looking 

for drugs that interrupt RET, RAF, Veg-f pathways to interrupt angiogenesis and cell division. Surgical 'cure' is available 

only to those who have disease confined to the central neck (Thyroid and close-by structure but not in the lymph) and 

not in the lymph or distant mets.once it has spread, surgical cure is not an option. Metastatic MTC 10-15% present with 

distant mets Typically lung, liver, bones, rarely brain Typically many many very small lesions are missed by typical scan 

techniques. Doubling time testing - testing trend over a year or two for CEA and ct When patients have a CEA or 

calcitonin doubling time > 1 year, less aggressive case. Longer doubling time indicates more indolent disease. 

Immunotherapy - attempts to build up resistance to the cancer by stimulating an immune response. This is a more 

recent area of study by small study groups. Mentioned the NIH study using yeast as an agent (Jo's study). Cabo, 

vandetanib, and other tkis all inhibit multiple kinases. Ponatinib is the best so far at targeting RET - new NIH study 

under way But multi-tyrosine kinase inhibitors that target many pathways also introduce unwanted side effects. 

Definition of 'partial response' and 'stable disease. Stable disease means that when treated by a drug, the disease didn't 

grow more than 20%, or shrink more than 30% Partial response means that the patients tumor shrank by more than 

30%! Sunitinib - stable disease(SD) for 57% of tested patients, 35% had (PR) partial response Vandetanib - sd= 53%, 

20% pr Low dose vandetanib (100mg dose) - 16% pr, 56% sd Phase III vandetanib study (large population) showed 30 

months of progression-free activity, an 11 month improvement over placebo Lenvatinib phase II trial 36% pr, bad side 

effects caused 54% to reduce dose during study Cabozantinib - 29% pr, 68% had good response TKI toxicities - long list 

Hand-foot syndrome Photo sensitivity Diarrhea Nausea Fatigue Hemorrhage Hypertension Weight loss Weight gain 

Fistula development Abcesses GI perforation Slow healing QT prolongation (Long list.....) When to use the drugs? 

Progression of distant disease within 12-14 months Bad diarrhea despite DTO, lomotil, Imodium Risk of compromised 

body structures Ectopic Cushing's syndrome not responding to other therapies These are not to be prescribed lightly... 

They are powerful but dangerous And once you go on, you're on for life. Still a long way to go to find the perfect 

solution... Trials under way: casad (clay) for bad diarrhea - MDA Yeast injection vaccine - NIH Pasireotide plus 

everolimus - Emory U. Several others Q+A Calcitonin testing Calcitonin can be elevated with infections, other cancers 

(breast, lung, stomach) sepsis, Hashimoto's disease Variability due to many factors... Time of day, what you ate, amount 

of time before test assay gets processed... Get it taken the same way with the same lab. Q+A Q:Should I see both an 
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oncologist and an endo or is one enough? a:Typically see both unless the one doctor is covering all the bases - you have 

to be knowledgeable about what they need to check. Q:Is tumor size a better marker than calcitonin? A: not sure. Still 

much professional discussion xnn. about how to best measure this disease. RECIST (the standard for tumor size 

measurement) doesn't have a way to measure bone mets. Q: are there other RET mutations that weren't discussed? A: 

yes, (displayed large chart showing exons 10-11, 13-16 and many, many mutations that can cause MTC.) Q: How much 

harm is done by such frequent scanning? A: People are probably getting too many scans... Limit scans, use ultrasound 

unless ct or CEA are progressing quickly (doubling time<one year. 
 


